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About This Game

A party game with forklifts?

Wreck your friends in a wild race for logistical glory!

Do you even lift?

Race across a variety of groovy levels to the rhythm of funk like you’ve never heard it before!

Compete or co-operate with up to three of your friends in a race against time. Find out who the true champion of the storage
really is by delivering the most items and racking up the biggest score!

Will you use your cunning and skill to tactically deliver with timing and precision? Or will you use the beastly strength only a
four tonne forklift can possess to annihilate your opposition?

What to expect:

Streamlined gameplay in a simple yet hilarious concept

Hysterical physics that will have you laughing to tears
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A variety of unique and challenging levels

A brain-melting soundtrack that God forgot

Sweet forklifts (now in four different colors!)

Hats. Why? Because why not.

Fork your friends today!

Listen to your inner forklift operator calling.
It thumps your chest like a bass guitar and screeches like a set of skidding wheels.

Glory awaits you and your friends.
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Title: Funklift
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mostly Harmless Games
Publisher:
Mostly Harmless Games
Release Date: 8 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 
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I am here only for achievements. Game was good at its first 1 and 2 installment, this one is the 7th. Cheap grab.. This DLC is, as
it's name states, a Free DLC. There is therefore absolutely no reason not to download it right away, as it adds interesting
improvements to the base game.

To sums up it's features :

You can, with 6 friends (+ you = up to 7 people) face an AI in a skirmish. There is 3 difficulty levels (easy, medium and
hard). Be aware that you can not face an AI with your friends without this DLC.

 7 new multiplayers maps (Staight Ahead, The Last Base, Blitz, Summer Night, Storm Eye and 2 "attack \/ defend"
asymmetrical maps)

A new "flare" system. You can basically mark the battlefield and give orders that way, so your allies can see where they
need to attack, hold their positions, capture a zone etc.As I said this DLC is a must-have in Wargame: European
Escalation. Without this free content you could not play against the AI with your friends or use the flare system to mark
the battlefield. Also, the new maps are cool.

What are you waiting for? Download it.. Fun concept, quirkly little storyline, but essentially zero replayability besides a
handful of achievements. I was expecting something akin to Katamari in reverse, but it was more or less an enforced
storyline - not so much a sandbox environment I was hoping for.. If you're decent at poker you will find this game pretty
fun. I havent gotten too far but so far I'm breezing through the first city. Too bad there's no steamworks achievments :\/
I've got tons of in-game trophies and awards for special senarios thatd be cool to show em off on my profile\/newsfeed
ect, oh well. I wouldn't pay full price but at %75 off this is well worth it!. Really fun with friends! A couple glitches, but
expected with a new release. Just always carry a normal doll!. GOOD GAME IF YOU KNOW HOW TO USE DOS TO
START IT
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Visibility is a very, very dark game. It is very hard (nearly impossible) to see the structure of the levels. So the game is really
harder than i thought it would be. It is entertaining and really worth the money. You have to be patient and concentrated, to
make it through the levels! I played already 30 minutes and only made it trough the first two proper levels. So it will take some
time to finish the game. I already love this game and it's beautiful soundtrack!
But there are still some things i miss:
- Fullscreen
- A longer soundtrack
But i think this will come with patches in the near future. ^^ I highly recommend to play this game at night for relaxing
gameplay ;)

Edit: Fullscreen got patched!. This is the kind of game you show your friends who have never tried virtual reality before. To
show them how the Oculus Rift or HTC Vive can draw on your fear just as well as reality can. I told my friends that if they
wanted to try my Rift for real, they would have to play through this game, lasting roughly 10 minutes, as a test of their
dedication to try virtual reality xD

Needless to say, I sat and tried to hold in my laugh as they played through the game, knowing what was about to come. A few of
them even refused to continue playing half-way through the game, so they failed their test. For 1€, this game is worth it all,
especially because of the EXTREMELY scary atmosphere in the game!. One of the best poker games. Its just fun and simple.
This game and its expansions are so nice to play. The challenges are fun and the graphics are amazing. I've played several zoo
games and this one may not be the best but it's not the worst either. It adds elements of realism that many other zoo games don't
such as caring for the plants as well as the animals. The guest, animals, and plants all react to the change in weather rushing for
shelter or getting grumpy about it. I will also warn though for squeamish or younger players that in this realism they do show the
animals jumping to conserve offspring and inbreeding are possible if not selling or separating the animals. Overall great game!.
Slow Motion Issue!
my notebook is great but for some mysterious reason I can't play this game, even when I put literally every little thing in the
minimun (windowed, etc.) it still doesn't work, how am I supposed to play something in slow motion???????? And I also can't
get the refund, so... I was literally stolen, I am VERY very frustrated with this

nvidia geforce gtx 1050 ti \/\/\/\/ 16gb RAM \/\/\/\/ Intel Core i7-7700HQ CPU 2.80GHx 2.81 GHz
I can play the hardest games in a great resolution, but WWE 2K19 I can't play even with the lowest graphics configuration, I
JUST WANT MY MONEY BACK
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